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Drinking water filter
High quality protection for your home 

magnetic®
...einfach besser
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We support:

We donate part of every euro we

collect to the “Kinderglück eV”

association. Thank you for your support!

Further information can be found at

www.magnetic-online.de/kinderglueck



Backwash filter & 
domestic water station
Clean drinking water - throughout the house

DVGW certification applied for 

without follow-up costs

Long service life thanks to high 
quality processing

Easy backwashing

Low maintenance

With pressure reducer - saves water

Your advantages





Water -  the No.1 food

On the long way from the water processing systems to the tap, some unwanted dirt 
such as rust particles or grains of sand gets into the drinking water.
This is not only questionable from a hygienic point of view, it also causes damage to 
household appliances and fittings and, in the worst case, leads to a pipe break.

DIN 1988-200 shows the importance of drinking water hygiene. According to this 
standard, a drinking water filter is mandatory in every building. 

Clean drinking water -
Important for the whole family

Protect yourself, your family, your drinking water installation and your 
household appliances - for a safe home



Small filter - big effect
Safe drinking water in every household

The integrated jet nozzle cleans the filter reliably

There is no need to change a filter candle, which saves time and money

Optionally with an integrated pressure reducer, you can save water and 
protect the environment.

Ihre Vorteile

The magnetic drinking water filter has a head made of plastic and a rotatable connection 
flange made of brass. Installation is therefore possible both vertically and horizontally. 
The sophisticated jet nozzle technology ensures perfect cleaning during backwashing. 
The filter fabric is made of high-quality stainless steel.

Your drinking water 
filter can be cleaned 
easily and effectively



Flow rate at Dp 0,2 bar m3/h

Flow rate at Dp 0,5 bar m3/h

Mesh size in µm

D in mm

Nominal pressure PN

A in mm

The right filter for every building

Backwash filter Domestic water sta-
tion with pressure 

reducer
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Your specialist will be happy to advise you:

5 years warranty


